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This is your dental office. You’ve got an amazing practice and a super dedicated team.  
 
You work extra hard to deliver the best care for your patients.   
 
The problem is… 
 
You’ve got a lot of empty chairs in the waiting room…and not enough butts to fill them. 
 
It’s totally frustrating, because you want to skyrocket your business and dominate your 
market…but you don’t know how.  
 
Fortunately, Jeff Hopek and his team at Killer Shark Marketing know exactly what you’re 
going through.  
 
See, as a dental practice business building and marketing specialist… 
 
Jeff has helped hundreds of select dentists just like you take their practices to revenue 
heights they never dreamed possible. 
 
As a former U.S. Presidential Secret Service Agent and veteran, Jeff is laser focused 
when it comes to ensuring you are THE undisputed income-generating, superstar ‘Go 
To’ dentist in your market. 
 
How does he do it?  
 
Jeff and his team build super-highways of highly targeted traffic right to your website by 
creating…  (Each bullet point is a super highway to the center…the doctor’s website) 
 
Killer content that new patients crave 
Unmatched optimization techniques for maximum patient conversion 
Proprietary listings in industry directories so that you’re practice is seen EVERYWHERE 
Magnetic press releases to attract media attention 
Irresistible video marketing campaigns 
Your very own podcast…so you’re the star of your market 
 
Each super highway is a clear, unhindered motorcade escorting pre-qualified patients to 
your website’s doorstep day in and day out.  
 
Your phone will literally be ringing off the hook. 
 



What’s more, Killer Shark delivers detailed tracking reports and phone logs so you can 
see actual proof of your campaigns’ effectiveness.  So there’s absolutely NO 
guesswork.  
(Insert phone log graphic) 
 
And here’s the icing on the cake… 
 
The average return on investment for dentists who use Killer Shark Marketing is 4:1. 
 
That’s a whopping 400% ROI! 
 
Killer Shark Marketing is an exclusive ‘Concierge’ agency that hand-picks its clients.   
 
Jeff and his team are looking for just a handful of hungry and highly motivated dentists 
who are serious about growing their practice.  
 
To find out if you’re the right fit for Killer Shark’s high performance service… 
 
Simply click the “GET STARTED” button right now.  
 
Explode your business into the stratosphere with a flood of patients…and never look 
back.  (Int. waiting room. Every seat is occupied. Line of Patients out the door and into 
the infinite vanishing point) 
 
 
 
 


